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The beginning of the aether story 

 

Over the last one hundred years or so, a number of eminent scientists have created 

physics models which they believe aptly describe the essential nature of our 

space/time universe and of wider reality as well. For example, Albert Einstein firmly 

believed in God, and in the existence of a fourth dimension. Einstein believed that he 

would meet deceased colleagues in this fourth dimensional environment when he 

died. String Theory hinges upon the existence of a sub-quantum environment. This 

means an arena that is, as yet, not scientifically determinable. Two other distinguished 

scientists, David Bohm and Karl Pribram, believed in an explicit/implicit cosmic 

theory where all that exists is joined in some way or another. Bohm’s theory is known 

as Wholeness and the Implicate order. I believe there is a timeless fourth dimension 

along the lines Einstein believed in. 

 

What these theories are suggesting is that there is something out there waiting to be 

scientifically discovered and understood. For example is our space/time a vacuum or 

not? Is the period before the Big Bang absolutely nothing or not? Was there anything 

of a material nature going on before the Big Bang? The physics Casimir experiment 

demonstrated that particles come and go in the apparent void of a cosmic vacuum. 

These words are important for much that follows below. The big question for 

scientists became what is going on out there in space that they needed to learn more 

about? 

 

For many years, scientists believed there was an indeterminate aether in our universe. 

This theory was debunked by Einstein’s theories and has largely remained so ever 

since. However, what many non-scientists may not know, is that in 1887 two 

prominent American scientists set out to determine if there was a measurable 

movement of anything in space in relation to space itself. In over simplified terms, 

this means that, for example, if the dwarf planet Pluto was stationary, is there some 

sort of invisible force moving both through and around Pluto. At the time they were 

disappointed. They determined there was a flicker of a hint of something that may be 

happening, but for all intents and purposes it was set aside as a null result. 

 

Fourteen further tests were completed by other scientists between the 1887 

experiment of Michelson and Morely, and a new major one undertaken by Dayton 

Miller. Miller’s results were closely akin to those of all earlier similar tests, however 

because his equipment was more sophisticated, he was able to determine that it was 

highly likely that there was indeed something in space that was moving. His 

hypothesis meant that something mysterious was going on that was scientifically 

inexplicable. The more recent scientific tests have come to similar conclusions. The 

point I am making is that this ‘something’ out there is in fact the mysterious aether 

that scientists of old long believed to exist. I come now to the beliefs of Bohm, 

Pribram and string theorists as I briefly share the following. 

 

I believe that all of reality is interconnected in some way and all aspects of it know 

exactly what all of it is doing at any given time. This idea has been scientifically 

confirmed on numerous occasions in relation to our space/time universe. It is known 

as the EPR paradox. Readers will note I have not said just our space/time universe but 

all of reality that existed prior to the Big Bang as well. In other words, I am 

suggesting reality (as we know it to be) is a component of an all-encompassing 
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cosmic aether. I believe we both emerged from and are made from the scientific 

properties of this aether. I also believe we eventually return to this aether. I am saying 

this in strictly a secular sense. 

 

I am postulating that we are of aether. Our cats are of aether. A rock is of aether. I 

believe this aether is matter and space all rolled up into one. If this hypothesis proves 

to be correct, it will deeply impact upon the world of science at large and how we 

look at ourselves as well. Whilst it may take quite a few years for the question to be 

reliably tested and accepted, when it does, scientists will have at long last determined 

the secular nature of the universal life force. This is the life force from which all 

things have emerged, including ourselves. For many reasons I strongly subscribe to 

this belief and at the same time am committed to recognizing a deity type influence 

upon the secular debate as well. 

 

Click here to see we have two states of conscious awareness memory: 

 

http://www.pnas.org/content/94/11/5973.full.pdf 

 


